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ABSTRACT A broadband metasurface antenna with a novel hexagonal loop-shaped unit cell structure
is presented. A hexagonal loop element array is proposed as the main metasurface radiator, which is
aperture-fed through a microstrip line and a coupling slot. The bandwidth can be broadened from two
perspectives. On the one hand, the proposed hexagonal loop element is capable of generating broadband
radiating bandwidth. On the other hand, due to the shape of the hexagonal loop structure, gaps between unit
cells lead to a larger equivalent capacitance. This larger capacitance significantly pulls the fundamental reso-
nant frequency downward, compared with conventional square structures, consequently leading to the broad
bandwidth. In the design, the broadband performance is achieved by utilizing five TMmodes at five resonant
frequencies in the operational band from 4.65 GHz to 8.3 GHz. Apart from the fundamental TM01 mode,
only TM12 modes were excited in different parts of the metasurface layer at different frequencies. This has
ensured that the proposed antenna can maintain a stable radiation pattern in the desired band. The operation
of the proposed antenna is analyzed in detail. The proposed hexagonal metasurface antenna with an overall
size of 1.1 λ0×1.1 λ0×0.06 λ0 can achieve 56.3% fractional bandwidth and a gain ranging from 7 to 11 dBi,
which can be employed in satellite, radar, and wireless communication systems.
INDEX TERMS Broadband, characteristic mode analysis, hexagonal elements, metasurface.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, wireless communication systems have
witnessed rapid development. Novel designs of numerous
microstrip antennas with advanced features of stabilized
radiation patterns, compact size and wide impedance band-
widths are invented. Although merits in microstrip anten-
nas such as low-profile and low-cost can be obtained,
they still suffer from narrow operating bandwidths [1]–[5].
Various techniques have been investigated to improve the
antenna bandwidth, employing aperture coupling, stacked
patches, parasitic resonators, modified feeds, and reactive
slot-loading [5]–[10], etc. Recently, a new perspective called
metasurface (MTS) based antennas is proposed to improve
the antenna bandwidth by means of manipulating electro-
magnetic waves [1]–[2]. As such, the impedance bandwidth
and antenna gain can be significantly enhanced by placing an
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Mauro Fadda .
MTS right below or above the feeding aperture or microstrip
patch [6]. In the literature, many MTS based antenna designs
with both low-profile and broadband performance have been
reported [3]–[12].
A dual-layer MTS antenna was investigated in [3], [4],
providing good improvement of both impedance matching
and antenna gain over a wide frequency range. Although
two modes at different frequencies can be excited simulta-
neously, the total antenna profile was increased. Meanwhile,
the gain is not stable over the operating frequencies. Instead
of enlarging the size, in [5], broadband performance was
fulfilled by cutting a slot at the center of the unit cell. It uses
characteristic mode analysis to guide theMTS antenna design
by exciting oneMTSmode and one slot mode. The broadband
performance is achieved by generating not only different
mode types, but also the same type of mode with alternative
modalities. While a lot of MTS antenna designs use a solid
square patch as a unit cell, in [8], a non-periodic square-ring
MTS antenna is proposed, which broadens the bandwidth by
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combining different resonance modes. It increases the num-
ber of modes on the MTS layer, and generates different reso-
nance frequencies by tuning the square loop width. However,
these designs have not considered the relationship between
the shape of radiating elements and the bandwidth, which is
potentially a direct method to broaden the bandwidth. As will
be discussed in Section II and III, the potentially achieved
bandwidth of the square unit cells, which are frequently
seen in contemporary designs, might be narrower than the
hexagonal ones. As such, it is a promising approach to engage
hexagonal unit cells to construct MTS antennas.
In MTS antenna design, different unit cell geometries and
layouts can potentially change its bandwidth and perfor-
mance. It was found that a smooth transition on the structure
edge to avoid sharp corners might bring smaller variation
in the input impedance [22], resulting in the improvement
in both bandwidth and impedance matching. The gap effect
between unit cells and the structure layout also contribute to
the bandwidth difference. For example, hexagonal elements
as the radiating elements can potentially provide broadband
performance [23]. The hexagonal loop element will further
improve the impedance matching, implying an even broader
bandwidth [24], [27].
In this paper, in order to achieve broadband performance,
an MTS based antenna with hexagonal loop unit cells is
proposed and analyzed. Compared with square unit cells,
the hexagonal ones have shown capability to generate broader
bandwidth. Meanwhile, the gaps between hexagonal loop
elements can have larger capacitance values than that of con-
ventional square ones, significantly pulling the fundamental
resonant frequency downwards. As such, using hexagonal
loop elements not only increases the bandwidth, but also
decreases the size of the antenna. Additionally, by tuning
the width of the loops, the hexagonal loop structure can
be optimized to achieve a wider impedance bandwidth. The
mode analysis techniques including basic antenna theories
and characteristic mode analysis are applied to understand
the working mechanism of the MTS antennas. Particularly,
in the proposed MTS antenna with hexagonal loop unit cells
of two different sizes, in total five modes will be excited over
the operational band. Fed by a conventional aperture-coupled
structure on the ground positioned right underneath the MTS
layer, the proposed antenna can achieve a much broader
bandwidth than conventional MTS antennas.
II. BANDWIDTH OF HEXAGONAL STRUCTURE
In MTS antennas, the choice of the element structure and the
layout of the radiating elements determine the resonant fre-
quencies and radiation bandwidth. The antenna performance
can be improved by optimizing the shape of the radiating
elements, as well as the gaps between neighboring elements.
In this paper, the hexagon structure is chosen to design the
proposed antenna to achieve a wider bandwidth compared
with other antennas built based on traditional unit cells such
as square or circular ones.
The reason that the hexagonal structure is a suitable option
is mainly because unit cells incorporating tapered or rounded
edges lead to the surface current flowing through smooth
paths. The smooth transition on the edge of the radiating
elements will cause smaller variation in the input impedance,
defined as the impedance seen from the input port of the
whole MTS antenna with the presence of the feeding struc-
ture. Such a difference will lead to the broad bandwidth
performance and the impedance matching improvement [22].
Compared with conventionally designed square radiating ele-
ments [1]–[5], smoother transition brought by hexagonal unit
cells will potentially enable the antenna to achieve wider
bandwidth performance.
The characteristic mode analysis technique was employed
to compare the bandwidth of hexagonal and square unit cells.
With the aid of the characteristic mode analysis, the radiating
bandwidth of a structure can be predicted without considering
the feed. In modal significance, the radiating bandwidth of
a mode is defined as the range of frequencies within which
the power radiated by the mode is no less than one half
the power (equivalent to, where λn is the eigenvalue of the
generalized impedance matrix) [25]. To make a fair com-
parison, the tessellation of square elements and hexagonal
elements with almost identical metallic areas are analyzed,
as shown in Fig. 1. By evaluating themodal significance at the
fundamental frequency, the hexagonal structure can achieve a
wider radiating bandwidth (41%) than the square one (35%).
Furthermore, as can be seen in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c),
the characteristic current (depicted using red arrows) at the
edge of the hexagonal element flows with a much smoother
transition, comparedwith that of the square elements inwhich
the current is flowing in straight lines. This is consistent with
the explanations in the last paragraph. This smooth transition
on the radiating element will consequently bring a gradual
variation on the imaginary part of the input impedance [23],
as depicted in Fig. 1(d). Such an appealing property brought
by hexagonal elements will lead to a wider bandwidth.
However, not all radiating structures with a smooth tran-
sition on the edge are suitable choices, particularly when
considering the influence on the bandwidth brought by gaps
between neighboring elements. One representative exam-
ple is the circular patch which has the smoothest structural
transition. However, when the circular unit cells are used,
gaps between composing elements cannot be kept constant.
As demonstrated in [22], the bandwidth can be affected
by changing impedance values. When considering potential
influence between neighboring elements, the transition of
gaps between neighboring circular elements is not constant,
compared with that of hexagonal ones or square ones. The
continuously variated distance in the gap will lead to different
capacitance values, C1, C2, · · · ,CN as shown in Fig. 1(d).
It will lead to drastic change on the imaginary part of the input
impedance, degrading the matching and narrowing the band-
width. It is also shown in Fig. 1(a) that the modal significance
of circular radiating elements is the narrowest compared with
hexagonal and square ones. In short, the hexagonal structure
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FIGURE 1. (a) The modal significance comparison between square,
hexagonal and circular elements, and the characteristic current
distributions on (b) square elements and (c) hexagonal elements. (d) The
real and imaginary part of the impedance of various radiating elements
(circle, square and hexagon).
has a wider bandwidth than the other two. Therefore, it is
chosen as the radiating element.
III. MODE PREDICTION AND ANALYSIS OF
METASURFACE ANTENNAS
A. POTENTIAL MODES IN A BASIC ANTENNA
To achieve broadband performance as analyzed above with
the simplest and most compact settings, a basic MTS based
antenna using hexagonal elements is designed. In this model,
the basic MTS antenna consists of the MTS layer and the
feeding layer. The geometry and detailed dimensions of the
MTS layer and the feeding layer are shown in Fig. 2(a).
These two layers are coupled through an aperture. A Rogers
RO4003c substrate is used to connect these two parts together.
The heights of two layers are 3.18 mm and 0.813 mm,
respectively.
Potentially, both the TE and TM modes could be excited
using MTS antennas. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the
FIGURE 2. (a) Geometry of the basic MTS antenna using hexagonal
radiating elements: MTS layer and feed layer (Dimensions: W = 60 mm,
l = 10.5 mm, g = 1 mm, lg = 25 mm, wg = 2.4 mm, ls = 35.5 mm,
ws = 1.55 mm). The magnetic field distributions at (b) the 1st frequency
and (c) the 2nd frequency on the xoy plane.
basic antenna is fed by a microstrip line, along the y-axis.
It is coupled to the MTS layer via the aperture on the ground
plane. Consequently, there is no electric field vector parallel
with the MTS surface generated by this feeding structure.
In this sense, TE modes cannot be excited. On the contrary,
TM modes can be easily excited, including the fundamental
and higher TM modes. The fundamental TM mode is excited
since the electromagnetic wave will be coupled from the
microstrip line (along y-axis) to the center of the MTS via
the center of the aperture. Fig. 2(b) verifies this prediction.
The direction of the magnetic field on the MTS is along the
x-axis.
Apart from the fundamental patch TM01 mode, it is also
possible that higher TMxy modes can be excited. The values
of x and y are decided by different factors, which will be
discussed as follows.
The value of x should be odd. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a),
for hexagonal tessellation, the unit cells have to be placed in a
staggeredmanner. Otherwise, non-tessellation or overlapping
will occur if they are aligned in the conventional way as the
case for square unit cells. Based on this staggered geometry,
unit 1 and 2 are symmetric along the y-axis. In the area above
the feed line, e.g. on unit 4 or on the gap between unit 1 and
2, the magnetic field must be parallel to the MTS surface
along the x-axis. Therefore, the directions of magnetic field
on unit 1 and 2 must be of the same direction. The same
applies to unit 6 and 7 due to symmetry. Since the magnetic
field must form complete loops, the number of loops along
the x-axis direction must be an odd number. The directions
of the magnetic field on unit 1 and unit 2 cannot be the same
if the number of loops were an even number.
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FIGURE 3. Geometry of the proposed MTS antenna using hexagonal loop
unit cells. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view. (c) Side view. (W = 60 mm,
li = 10.5 mm, lo = 9.5 mm, wi = 2.6 mm, wo = 2.3 mm, gi = 1 mm,
go = 1.7 mm, lg = 25 mm, wg = 2.4 mm, ls = 35.5 mm, ws = 1.55 mm).
Differently, the value of y is determined by the number
of horizontal radiating gaps that are parallel to the aperture
on the ground plane. Vertical gaps are not radiating because
they are orthogonal to the aperture. For this reason, y is equal
to 2 for lower modes since there are only two horizontal
radiating gaps in this basic MTS antenna.
To verify the prediction, the magnetic field distributions at
the 2nd resonant frequency are illustrated in Fig. 2(c). In each
horizontal radiating gap, there will be one single closed mag-
netic field loop. Therefore, the MTS antenna operates at the
TM12 mode. Higher modes are possible, but it will be beyond
the frequency of interest.
B. MODE PREDICTION OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA
To achieve a broader operating bandwidth, two changes are
made to the fundamental antenna. Firstly, 12 extra hexagonal
loop unit cells are placed outside of the basic MTS based
antenna, as shown in Fig. 3. Secondly, hexagonal loop unit
cells are used instead of hexagonal patch ones. This is because
using loops can lower the resonant frequency of the MTS
antenna [8]. The feeding structure is kept the same as the basic
MTS antenna. In the proposedMTS antenna, there are in total
19 unit cells placed to form three concentric rings, namely the
inner, the middle, and the outer ring with one, six, and 12 unit
cells, respectively. Let UC-i denote the unit cell indexed as i
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The notation of the unit cell set can
be defined as {UC-i, i∈I}, where the set of I contains all the
possible indices. Based on this, for the inner ring, it is UC-10.
For the middle ring, it is {UC-i, i∈{5, 6, 9, 11, 14, 15}}. For
the outer ring, it is {UC-i, i∈{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18,
19}}. These three rings are seen in Fig. 3 (a). The unit cells
in the inner and middle rings are of the same size. The size of
unit cells in the outer ring is slightly smaller than those in the
inner and middle rings, to be discussed in Section IV.A.
The same mode prediction approach demonstrated in
Section III.A will be used to see only TMxy modes can be
excited. Specifically, the fundamental TM01 mode can still
be excited since the microstrip line of the aperture coupled
feeding part is along the y-axis. If x is not 0, it can only be an
odd positive integer, as discussed in Section III.A.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, there are in total four horizon-
tal radiating gaps in the proposed MTS antenna. Therefore,
y = 2 or 4. Except for TM01, two kinds of TM modes (TMx2
or TMx4) can be possibly excited. The resonant frequencies
of modes with x > 1 are too high for the operational band of
interest. The resonant frequencies of modes with y ≥ 4 are
also very high. These high modes are not considered in this
design. Therefore, only the TM12 mode can be excited.
However, the TM12 mode can be excited in different ways,
i.e., at different radiating positions corresponding to differ-
ent resonant frequencies. To better demonstrate this, those
involved unit cells are divided into five rows. As shown
in Fig.3 (a), the 1st row to the 5th row contain unit cells
{UC-i, 1≤i≤3}, {UC-i, 4≤i≤7}, {UC-i, 8≤i≤12}, {UC-i,
13≤i≤16}, and {UC-i, 17≤i≤19}, respectively. Since the
elements are symmetric, the electromagnetic field distribu-
tion on elements from the 1st to the 3rd rowswill be symmetric
to that from the 3rd to the 5th row. In the top half {UC-i, 1≤i≤
12} in Fig. 3(a), closed magnetic field loops can be excited
in two positions. One loop can be excited around the gaps
between the 1st and the 2nd row. Another loop can be excited
around the gaps between the 2nd and the 3rd row. In each case,
the loop can involve different units. The resonant frequency
of these modes is determined by the physical dimensions of
the unit cells and the effective area of the units that generate
the corresponding mode.
C. STUDY ON THE EXCITED MODES
To verify the prediction above, the operation of the antenna
is evaluated by simulation. Five resonant frequencies can be
observed in the simulation. The magnetic field distributions
on the xoy planes are shown in Fig. 4. The magnetic field
along the MTS layer is marked in black.
For the fundamental mode, the magnetic field distribu-
tion is similar to the patch antenna operating in the TM01
mode [1]. At the 2nd resonant frequency, in terms of the
magnetic field, two closed magnetic loops can be observed
on the radiation gap between unit cells {UC-i, i∈{4, 5, 6, 7,
9, 10, 11}} and {UC-i, i∈{9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16}}. The
MTS antenna operates in an anti-phase TM12 mode.
As discussed in Section III.B, the MTS can operate in
the TM12 mode in different ways. Another two resonant
frequencies can be generated. As can be seen in Fig. 4(c) and
Fig. 4(d) at the 3rd and 4th frequencies, respectively, the MTS
operates in the anti-phase TM12 mode as well. However, these
two modes differ from each other since the corresponding
magnetic loops are in different areas. At the 3rd resonant
frequency, two closed magnetic loops are mainly generated
by unit cells {UC-i, 1≤i≤7}, and its symmetric area on the
bottom half of the MTS surface. While at the 4th resonant
frequency, the two loops are in the region of unit cells {UC-i,
i∈{1, 2, 3, 5, 6}} and its symmetric region. Since the effective
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FIGURE 4. The magnetic field distributions on the xoy plane at (a) the 1st
frequency, (b) the 2nd frequency, (c) the 3rd frequency, (d) the 4th
frequency and (e) the 5th frequency.
area shaping the magnetic loop at the 3rd frequency is larger
than that at the 4th one, the 3rd frequency is lower than the 4th
frequency.
Due to that a similar number of unit cells are involved in
the generation, the 2nd and 3rd frequencies would have been
very close to each other. To separate the two frequencies,
the units in the outer ring are slightly smaller than the units in
the middle and inner rings. The 3rd frequency will be shifted
higher, to improve the in-band performance of the antenna.
This will be further discussed in section IV.
At the 5th resonant frequency, in Fig. 4(e), two closed
magnetic loops are present around unit cells {UC-i, i∈{5,
6, 10}} and its symmetric region {UC-i, i∈{10, 14, 15}}.
The magnetic field distribution pattern suggests that the MTS
still mainly operates at the TM12 mode. However, since the
operating frequency is relatively high, the surrounding unit
cells {UC-i, i∈{1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19}} also make
contribution to the radiation. As a result, this radiation is
influenced both by the anti-phase TM12 mode and parasitic
element effect.
IV. PARAMETRIC STUDY
A. ELEMENT SIZE
It is interesting to investigate the effect of altering the dimen-
sions of unit cells on different rings. It is noticed that each
FIGURE 5. The S-parameter comparison of the antenna (a) with the same
size of unit cells and the antenna with different sizes of unit cells on the
MTS layer and (b) with different widths of unit cells.
magnetic field loop is mainly generated by seven unit cells at
the 2nd and the 3rd frequency, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c)
respectively. The loops of the 2nd frequency are generated by
unit cells on the middle and inner rings, while the loops of
the 3rd frequency are on the middle and outer. Thus, a simple
comparison is conducted by applying two different unit cell
dimension settings: one is when all the unit cells are of the
same size and the other is when the size of unit cells on
the outer ring is different from the middle and inner rings.
Such a variation will affect the anti-phase TM12 modes at
the 2nd and the 3rd frequencies differently. The comparison
result is shown in Fig. 5. It can be clearly seen that when
unit cells are of the same size, the 2nd and the 3rd frequencies
are very close to each other. When the ratio of the size of
unit cells on the outer ring to that of others decreases, the
difference between the 2nd frequency and 3rd frequency will
increase. By changing the ratio of lo/li (defined in Fig. 3) from
1 to 0.85, the difference of the two resonant frequencies is
increased from 0 to 0.65 GHz. Therefore, the bandwidth can
be increased, or the in-band performance can be improved by
tuning the size of unit cells on the outer ring.
A further study is carried out to evaluate the effect of the
width of the hexagonal loop. It has been studied in [8] that
changing the width of a square loop will alter the resonant
frequency of the loop. When the loop width wi is decreased,
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FIGURE 6. (a) The voltage difference, (b) the current distributions on the
MTS layer at the 1st resonant frequency, and (c) the S-parameter
comparison of the antenna with different gap widths between unit cells.
the resonant frequencies of all modes (the 1st frequency to the
5th frequency) will drop accordingly.
B. GAP EFFECT
When the gap width between each unit cell is decreased,
the 1st frequency will decrease dramatically, while other fre-
quencies remain almost stable. This is because the electric
field distribution for the fundamental mode leads to signifi-
cant voltage difference between adjacent unit cells [24]. The
capacitance between unit cells significantly pulls the resonant
frequency downward. In contrast to the fundamental mode,
the resulted voltage differences are much mixed in other
modes. It leads to insignificant variations on other resonant
frequencies, as shown in Fig. 6(a).
At the fundamental frequency, due to the electric field dis-
tribution pattern at the TM01 mode, the corresponding current
distributions on all units are polarized on the y-direction and
in phase across the entire MTS layer. It will induce positive
charges to accumulate on the bottom part of each row of unit
cells and negative ones on the top part, and vice versa, as
shown in Fig. 6(b).
As investigated in [24], due to the voltage difference
between gaps at the fundamental frequency, increasing
the capacitance between adjacent unit cells will signifi-
cantly lower the resonant frequency. When considering the
gap effect, hexagonal loop elements will form far greater
FIGURE 7. (a) Photographs of the fabricated antenna. Simulated and
measured (b) S parameter and (c) gain of the proposed antenna.
equivalent capacitance compared with other types of ele-
ments, e.g., square ones [24].
Further verification of the relationship between the gap
width and the frequency of the fundamental mode is shown
in Fig. 6(c). When the gap width is decreased from 1.2 mm to
0.6 mm, the fundamental frequency was lowered by 16.7%,
from 5.6 GHz to 4.8 GHz. Differently, because the electric
field distributions are not as uniform in other modes, the gap
width has much less effect on other resonant frequencies,
as can be seen in Fig. 6(c).
In summary, decreasing the gap will significantly lower
down the 1st frequency, while the resonant frequencies of
other modes will be kept relatively constant. Taking this
effect into consideration, the bandwidth of the antenna can
be broadened by optimizing the gap width.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the proposed design method, an MTS based
antenna using hexagonal loop unit cells was prototyped and
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TABLE 1. Performance comparison of broadband directional metasurface antennas.
FIGURE 8. The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the
proposed antenna at (a) 5.1 GHz, (b) 6.4 GHz, (c) 6.9 GHz, (d) 7.5 GHz and
(e) 8.1 GHz.
measured, shown in Fig. 7(a). Dimensions of the antenna are
illustrated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 7(b) presents a comparison between the simulated
and measured S-parameters. The simulated bandwidth with
reflection coefficient better than −10 dB is from 4.65 to
8.3 GHz while the measured bandwidth is from 4.7 to
8.5 GHz. The fractional bandwidth of the measure results is
57.6%, and the resonance frequencies are 5.1, 6.4, 6.9, 7.6,
and 8.1 GHz, respectively. As a comparison, the simulated
fractional bandwidth is 56.3%. The fabrication precision e.g.,
the tight connection between each layer and the fabrication
error, will have greater effect at higher frequencies. As shown
in Fig. 7(c), the simulated gain is from 7.7 to 11 dBi. By con-
trast, the measured gain is 7 to 11 dBi, which agrees with the
simulated results very well.
The simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns
at 5.1 GHz, 6.4 GHz, 6.9 GHz, 7.5 GHz and 8.1 GHz are
shown in Fig. 8. They are in consistent agreement with the
simulation. Due to the symmetrical feeding design, both the
simulated and measured cross-polarization levels at bore-
sight are below −30 dB in both the x-z and y-z planes
across the operating frequency band. As can be seen, the
proposed antenna has a very directional pattern at 5.1 GHz
and 6.4 GHz. Meanwhile, the radiation patterns at 6.9 GHz
and 7.5 GHz are with small side lobes. By contrast, relatively
greater side lobes can be found in patterns at 8.1 GHz, which
is mainly caused by the complexity of modes at higher fre-
quencies as discussed in Section III. The discrepancy between
the simulated and measured cross-polarization levels might
be caused by the SMA connector used in the measurement,
the fabrication errors, and the test environment variations.
In general, consistent boresight radiation with a very low
cross-polarization level has been achieved over the entire
operating band.
The performance of the proposed antenna is compared
with other broadband directional MTS antennas in Table 1.
Particularly, designs in [3], [4] aim at improving the antenna
performance by increasing the number of the MTS layers.
The proposed hexagonal MTS antenna has achieved a sim-
ilar fractional bandwidth (56%) with a single MTS layer
compared with [4] (55%), and a broader bandwidth than [3]
(44%). Compared with other relevant designs, e.g., [5], [8],
the proposed hexagonal MTS antenna has achieved a broader
3 dB gain bandwidth (48% of the proposed one compared
with 18% and 32% obtained by [5] and [8] respectively).
VI. CONCLUSION
A broadband MTS antenna using hexagonal loop unit cells
has been proposed, analyzed and verified both theoretically
and experimentally in this paper. The broadband performance
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has been achieved for twomain reasons. One is that a hexago-
nal loop element on its own has a broad radiation bandwidth
than other conventional elements, such as square ones. The
other is that the strong capacitance between hexagonal loop
elements will lower the resonant frequency of the funda-
mental mode but keep other resonant frequencies relatively
constant. The combination of these two factors has signifi-
cantly broadened the operational bandwidth of the proposed
antenna.
Due to the way the hexagonal elements were arranged in
the metasurface layer, only TM12 modes at different posi-
tions have been excited in the operation band, in addition
to the fundamental mode. Therefore, the proposed antenna
can maintain a relatively stable radiation pattern. With a sim-
ple aperture-coupled feeding structure, the proposed antenna
has achieved a fractional bandwidth of 56.3%, from 4.65 to
8.3 GHz, with a gain of 7 −11 dBi in the broad frequency
band of interest. It has been proved that hexagonal elements
are a suitable choice for broadband antenna design.
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